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Abstract: Horse myoglobin (Mb) provides a convenient “workbench” for probing the effects of electrostatics
on binding and reactivity in the dynamic [Mb, cytochrome b5] electron-transfer (ET) complex. We have
combined mutagenesis and heme neutralization to prepare a suite of six Mb surface-charge variants: the
[S92D]Mb and [V67R]Mb mutants introduce additional charges on the “front” face, and incorporation of the
heme di-ester into each of these neutralizes the charge on the heme propionates which further increases
the positive charge on the “front” face. For this set of mutants, the nominal charge of Mb changes by -1
to +3 units relative to that for native Mb. For each member of this set, we have measured the bimolecular
quenching rate constant (k2) for the photoinitiated 3ZnDMb f Fe3+b5 ET reaction as a function of ionic
strength. We find: (i) a dramatic decoupling of binding and reactivity, in which k2 varies ∼103-fold within
the suite of Mbs without a significant change in binding affinity; (ii) the ET reaction occurs within the
“thermodynamic” or “rapid exchange” limit of the “Dynamic Docking” model, in which a large ensemble of
weakly bound protein-protein configurations contribute to binding, but only a few are reactive, as shown
by the fact that the zero-ionic-strength bimolecular rate constant varies exponentially with the net charge
on Mb; (iii) Brownian dynamic docking profiles allow us to visualize the microscopic basis of dynamic docking.
To describe these results we present a new theoretical approach which mathematically combines PATHWAY
donor/acceptor coupling calculations with Poisson-Boltzmann-based electrostatics estimates of the docking
energetics in a Monte Carlo (MC) sampling framework that is thus specially tailored to the intermolecular
ET problem. This procedure is extremely efficient because it targets only the functionally active complex
geometries by introducing a “reactivity filter” into the computations themselves, rather than as a subsequent
step. This efficiency allows us to employ more computationally expensive and accurate methods to describe
the relevant intermolecular interaction energies and the protein-mediated donor/acceptor coupling
interactions. It is employed here to compute the changes in the bimolecular rate constant for ET between
Mb and cyt b5 upon variations in the myoglobin surface charge, pH, and ionic strength.

Introduction

Studies of interprotein electron transfer (ET)1-10 began with
the implicit assumption of an energy landscape with a single
bound reactive complex, (Figure 1), implying that there is a
direct correlation between binding and reactivity. More complex

behavior is associated with a landscape having several minima,
where the reactive conformation differs from the most stable
one. Here, ET kinetics may be controlled by the rates and ener-
getics of conformational conversion within a complex.11-13

Recent studies of ET between myoglobin (Mb) and cytochrome
b5 (cyt b5), small globular heme proteins that bind to each other
by weak electrostatic interactions disclosed a new paradigm in† Northwestern University.
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protein-protein reaction dynamics,14 designated as the “Dy-
namic Docking” (DD) landscape, in which a large ensemble of
weakly bound protein-protein configurations contribute to
binding, but only a few are reactive (Figure 1). This introduces
a kind of “phase space” control of reactivity in which binding
is controlled by the numerous nonreactive configurations, while
reaction occurs in the few reactive configurations. A funda-
mental feature of the DD scheme is that effective ET can occur
between partners that arenotoptimized for strong binding. This
paradigm was revealed through the observation of a novel
decoupling of binding and reactivity: neutralization of the two
exposed Mb heme propionates through incorporation of the
heme diester14,15 or, for the first time, the diamide,16 increased
the rate of ET between ZnMb and cytb5 by over 2 orders of
magnitude without significantly enhancing Mb’s binding affinity
for cyt b5.

The ensemble of protein-protein configurations associated
with a DD energy landscape each has its own characteristic ET
rate constant,ki

et, its own microscopic binding free energy (∆Gi),
and its own binding constant,Ka

i ) exp[-∆Gi/kT] (which can
be expressed in terms of on- and off-rates,ki

on, ki
off, where,Ka

i

∝ ki
on/ki

off). This description likely applies to many weakly
bound reacting complexes; as formulated for ZnMb and cytb5,
the model is described by the kinetic scheme of eq 1.

The thermodynamic binding constant,Ka, which can be
measured in ITC or NMR experiments, or in kinetic titrations

at sufficiently high concentrations, is the sum of the individual
binding constants (Ka

i) for all binding conformations (eq 2a).

With the DD landscape, only a small subset of the many
conformations are ET-active; for Mb and cytb5, these would
be configurations with the hemes of the partners in spatial
proximity. However, these do not contribute significantly to
binding; if anything, such reactive conformations are disfavored
on energetic grounds by electrostatic repulsions between the
heme propionates. Thus, the thermodynamic binding constant
summation in eq 2a is dominated by thenon-reactive (NR)
majority conformations (eq 2b).

When the concentrations of the two reacting proteins are low
compared to the inverse of the binding constant, as in our ET
measurements, ET is characterized by a steady-state bimolecular
rate constant,k2. Within the DD model,k2 can be written as a
sum over the simple-docking expressions for each configuration,
eq 3a:

For the complex between Mb and cytb5, we argued14 that the
observed bimolecular ET quenching of the3ZnMb excited state
by Fe3+b5 occurs in the “thermodynamic”, or “reaction/fast-
exchange limit”, whereki

off . ki
et. In this case, it follows from

eq 3a thatk2 is the sum of the ET rate constants for each
individual conformation,ket

i, weighted by the binding constant
for that conformation (eq 3b).

Because each term in eq 3b is proportional to the rate constant
for its configuration, the configurations with smallket

i values
do not contribute to the overall rate, independent of their con-
tributions to binding. Thus, the summation in eq 3b is, in prac-
tice, restricted to reactive (R) conformations (largeket

i), eq 3c:

Thus, reactivity and binding are “decoupled”: changes in
binding probabilitiesfor the reactiVe sitescause equivalent
changes ink2 (eq 3c), yet they can do so without causing cor-
responding changes in the overall binding constant (eq 2a).
Precisely such “decoupling” of binding and reactivity is ob-
served upon neutralization of the two heme propionates of
ZnMb,14 showing that effective bimolecular ET does not require
that a protein-protein complex be optimized for strong binding.
This may be of physiological relevance for the reduction of met-
Mb in muscle and of met-Hb in a red cell, where tight binding
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the“simple” docking, “gating”, and
“Dynamic Docking” energy landscapes.
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of cyt b5 to the high concentration of ferrous-Mb/Hb would
prevent the cytochrome from finding and reducing the oxidized
proteins. It likely is of physiological relevance in other situations,
as well.

Herein, we broaden the investigation of electrostatic contribu-
tions to binding and ET between Mb and cytb5, and of the DD
model. We employ a suite of Mb surface-charge variants (1 f
6, Table 1) prepared by a combination of site-directed mu-
tagenesis and heme neutralization to explore the interplay of
docking and electron transfer. We use two Mb mutants: one
introduces a negative-charge at position 92 ([S92D]Mb) (nomi-
nal charge change,∆qnom ) -1); the other a positive charge at
position 67 ([V67R]Mb) (∆qnom ) +1) (Figure 2). By neutral-
izing the hemes of these two mutants and of the WT Mb as
well, we have prepared six Mb variants that nominally differ
in charge by an amount ranging from∆qnom ) -1 to +3, as
listed in Table 1. These Mbs are turned into photochemical ET
donors by substituting Zn for iron in the heme.

This suite of ZnMbs, whose members differ in total charge,
local electrostatic potential, and dipole moment, affords an
unprecedented tool for studying how interprotein ET is influ-
enced by alterations in the electrostatic interactions between the
protein partners. We have determined the bimolecular rate
constant (k2) for the photoinitiated ET reaction and its depen-
dence on salt concentration for each of the six ZnMbs. The
results support the key assumptions and predictions of the DD
model: multiple weakly bound conformations of the docked

complex contribute to the binding of cytb5 to Mb, but only a
limited subset of these conformations are ET active. They further
indicate that reactive binding is electrostatically controlled and
that the ET kinetics can be described by the rapid-exchange or
“reaction” limit, in which ki

off . ki
et and eqs 3b,c hold.

In parallel, we introduce and validate a new “Functional
Docking” (FD) approach for calculating interprotein ET rate
constants. Typical theoretical treatments of interprotein ET
independently(i) analyze the reactivity of the partner surfaces
through the calculation of surface PATHWAYS coupling
maps,17 and (ii) probe the binding of partners through the use
of Brownian Dynamics3,8,14,16,18,19or soft docking algorithms20-23

to generate “docking profiles”. Such approaches provide a
visualization of the structure and reactivity of docked complexes
but do not mathematically integrate the PATHWAYS and
docking calculations so as to permit quantitative predictions of
bimolecular ET rate constants.

Our new FD procedure for computing ET rate constants
mathematically combines the PATHWAY coupling calculations
with Poisson-Boltzmann-based electrostatics estimates of the
docking energetics in a Monte Carlo (MC) sampling framework
that is specially tailored to the intermolecular ET problem. This
procedure is more efficient than either the Brownian Dynamics
or the soft-docking simulation approaches to describe bimo-
lecular ET in the rapid-equilibration limit because it targets only
the functionally active complex geometries by introducing a
“reactivity filter” into the computations themselves, rather than
as a subsequent step. This efficiency allows us to employ more
computationally expensive and accurate methods to describe
the relevant intermolecular interaction energies and the protein-
mediated donor/acceptor coupling interactions. It is employed
here to compute the changes in the bimolecular rate constant
for ET between Mb and cytb5 upon variations in the myoglobin
surface charge and ionic strength.

Materials and Methods

Protein Preparation. Horse heart Mb was purchased from Sigma
and further purified by gel-filtration chromatography using a G-75
Sephadex column. Site-directed mutagenesis, expression, and purifica-
tion of the [S92D]Mb and [V67R]Mb mutants is described else-
where.24,25Zinc deuteroporphyrin IX substituted Mbs (1, 2, 3 in Table
1) and zinc deuteroporphyrin IX dimethylester substituted Mbs (4, 5,
and 6 in Table 1) were prepared following the procedures described
previously.8,16 Trypsin-solubilized cytb5 was expressed inEscherichia
coli26 and further purified by HPLC with an anion-exchange column
(Beckman, 21.5 mm× 15 cm, DEAE-5PW) preequilibrated with 20
mM TrisCl, pH 8.0 (20°C), 0.1 mM EDTA buffer.

ET Kinetic Measurements.Transient absorption kinetics measure-
ments were performed on a laser flash-photolysis apparatus described
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Table 1. Bimolecular Rate Constants (k2) for the Quenching of
the Triplets of ZnMb Variants by Cyt b5 at Low Ionic Strength (pH
7.0, µ ) 18 mM, 20 °C)

ZnMb variants ∆qnom
a k2 [M-1 s-1] k2/k2(ZnMb)

1 [S92D]ZnMb -1 7.8× 105 0.13
2 ZnMb 0 6.1× 106 1
3 [V67R]ZnMb +1 8.4× 107 14
4 [S92D]ZnMb(dme) +1 4.0× 107 7
5 ZnMb(dme) +2 5.5× 108 90
6 [V67R]ZnMb(dme) +3 1.4× 109 230

a Nominal change in charge relative to native ferrous or ZnMb.

Figure 2. Surface of myoglobin (horse heart) designating positions of
single-site mutations. Heme is shown with stick rendering to emphasize
the solvent exposure of the propionate carboxylates.
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elsewhere.8 Proteins were exchanged into the desired potassium
phosphate buffer using Centricon microconcentrators (Amicon). Anaer-
obic conditions were achieved by bubbling nitrogen through the buffer
solution in a sealed cuvette for ca. 1 h, and gently purging the protein
stock solutions with nitrogen for ca. 20 min prior to addition to the
cuvette. ET quenching titrations were conducted using ZnMb at a fixed
concentration of∼5 µM (ε414 nm) 360.8 mM-1 cm-1) and cytb5 (ε413

nm ) 117 mM-1 cm-1)27 as the quencher at concentrations up to 10
times the concentration of the ZnMb. Ionic strength titrations were
carried out by adding aliquots of a concentrated stock solution of NaCl
into a buffered solution (10 mM KP, pH 7) containing 5µM ZnDMb
and∼10 µM cyt b5.

Electrostatic Potential Calculations. The X-ray crystallographic
coordinates for horse ferri-Mb (1ymb.pdb)28 and the trypsin-solubilized
fragment of bovine ferri-cytb5 (1cyo.pdb)29 were obtained from the
Protein Data Bank. The coordinates for mutants [V67R]Mb (3) and
[S92D]Mb (1) were generated by modifying the coordinates of Mb in
DS Viewer Pro software (Accelrys) by “mutating” the appropriate
residue; no attempt was made to refine the positions of these surface
residues. The coordinates for Mb(dme) (5), [V67R]Mb(dme) (6), and
[S92D]Mb(dme) (4) were generated by further adding two methyl
groups to the propionates for Mb and the mutants.

Surface electrostatic potentials were calculated by the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation as implemented in the program DELPHI that is
incorporated in the software GRASP.30 Default values for the salt
concentration (0.0 M), interior dielectric constant (2.0), and exterior
dielectric constant (80.0) were used.

Brownian Dynamics (BD) Simulations. Version 3.0.1 of the
MacroDox program developed by Northrup and co-workers3,31was used
to calculate the total charge (qnet) and dipole moments (defined
according to Koppenol and Margoliash for a protein with arbitrary
(nonzero)qnet

32), and to run BD simulations with each of the six
mutants. Briefly, charges at pH 7.0 (µ ) 18.0 mM) were assigned on
the basis of pKa values derived from a Tanford-Kirkwood calcula-
tion.33,34 Lys and Arg residues were assumed to be fully protonated,
while the Asp, Glu, and heme propionates were assumed to be fully
dissociated with the charge distributed between the two carboxylate
oxygens. The extra positive charges associated with protonation on all
the His residues except for the heme ligands were distributed between
the Nδ and Nε atoms. The formal charges on the Fe atoms in Mb and
cyt b5 were assigned as+2 and+3, respectively. Poisson-Boltzmann
calculations were performed with these charges to determine the
electrostatic potential grid surrounding ferrous (or Zn) Mb. In a typical
BD run, the simulation starts with the center of cytb5 70 Å away from
the center of the Mb molecule, with cytb5 treated as an array of test
charges in the field of Mb without considering cytb5’s low internal
dielectric (“Charges in the Field (CIF)” electrostatic model). The
Brownian motion of cytb5 in the field of Mb is simulated stochastically
by a series of small displacements governed by the Smoluchowski
diffusion equation with forces. A trajectory is declared to be reactive
or successful if the distance between any of the heme meso-carbons of
Mb comes within 25 Å of a heme edge of cytb5 at any time before cyt
b5 passes outside an escape radius of 200 Å35 For each reactive
trajectory, the position of cytb5 at the instant of contact with the surface
of Mb is recorded. A BD simulation generates a docking profile in
which the center of mass of cytb5 in each hit is displayed as a dot
surrounding Mb.

Functional Docking (FD) Calculations. Two models have been
used to compute electrostatic energies of protein complexes. One model
(the “Charges in the Field” model referred to as the CIF model)
computes the protein-protein electrostatic interactions by considering
the charges of one protein (cytb5) in the electrostatic field of the other
(ZnMb); this first field is found through Poisson-Boltzmann calcula-
tions of an isolated ZnMb molecule in water. The second model
(referred to as the 3PB model) involves Poisson-Boltzmann calcula-
tions of the electrostatic energies of the two individual proteins in water
and the protein-protein “complex” (configuration) in water for each
point of the MC trajectory. The protein-protein electrostatic interaction
energy is then computed from the difference of the electrostatic energies
of the protein complex and its components.36

In 3PB calculations, the protein dielectric constant parameter was
set to 4 and the water dielectric constant to 80. A grid of 121× 121
× 121 was used with zero potential boundary conditions.37 Atomic
charges of the amino acids were assigned from the AMBER force
field.38 PARSE atomic radii and a probe solvent radius of 1.4 Å were
used to define a dielectric boundary between protein and water.39 The
interaction between the two proteins were calculated using the CIF
model and the excluded volume approximation. In this approximation,
the space occupied by atoms of ZnMb is defined by “occupied” points
on a rectangular grid. If an atom of the cytb5 appears at an “occupied”
point, the protein-protein interaction energy is assumed to be very
high, and this configuration is excluded from the MC trajectory. Non-
bonded interactions between atoms are calculated with the 3PB model.
We used the repulsive portion of standard van der Waals potential (B/
r12) and the AMBER-94 atomic force-field parameters. The attractive
portion of the van der Waals interactions (A/r6) is discarded to account
roughly for nonbonded interactions of the protein with water that is
not explicitly present in calculations. The influence of pH on the protein
charge was modeled by assigning charges to His residues of Mb and
cyt b5 according to their experimental pKa values at pH) 7.40-42

Results

ET Kinetics. ET from photoexcited3ZnMbs (1 f 6; Table
1) to Fe3+b5 was studied by monitoring the transient absorbance
changes of the3ZnMb at 475 nm. In the absence of cytb5, all
the3ZnMb species decay exponentially with the same intrinsic
decay rate constant,kd ) 52 ( 8 s-1. In the presence of cytb5,
the3ZnMbs decay remains exponential (rate constantkobs)43 but
they are differentially enhanced through quenching by cytb5.
The quenching rate constants,kq ) kobs- kd, for cyt b5 quench-
ing of the suite of six ZnMbs at low ionic strength,µ ) 18
mM (pH ) 7), increase linearly with increasing cytb5 concen-
tration, with no indication of saturation (up to [cytb5] ≈ 60
µM), Figure 3. The bimolecular quenching rate constant (k2) is
obtained from the slope of a plot ofkq vs [cytb5], and the values
derived for the data in Figure 3 are presented in Table 1.

The linear variation ofkq (Figure 3) is consistent with the
low and roughly equal binding constants reported earlier for2
and 5,15,16 which nominally differ in charge through heme
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neutralization, by∆qnom ) +2: Ka(2) ≈ Ka(5) j 103M-1. The
linear titration curve for6 indicates that increasing the charge
to ∆qnom ) +3 still causes no appreciable increase inKa. How-
ever, the bimolecular rate constant,k2, increases dramatically
from 1 to 6, Table 1. The value ofk2 decreases 10-fold upon
the introduction of a single negative charge on the WT Mb
surface at position 92, [S92D]ZnMb (1) (∆qnom ) -1). In
contrast, introducing a single positive charge (∆qnom ) +1) at
position 67, [V67R]ZnMb (3), increasesk2 by about 10-fold.
A similar, although slightly larger (20-fold), increase is seen
for [S92D]ZnMb(dme) (4), where the charge change of∆qnom

) +1 is achieved by heme neutralization (∆qnom ) +2)
combined with the introduction of a negative charge at position
92. Introduction of a second positive charge,∆qnom ) +2, by
methylation of the propionates to yield ZnMb(dme) (5) causes
a further 10-fold increase ink2. In contrast, the additional
positive charge of [V67R]ZnMb(dme) (6) appears to cause a
smaller increase,∼3-fold, in k2. Overall, as the nominal charge
varies from∆qnom ) -1 (for [S92D]ZnMb (1)) to ∆qnom )
+3 (for [V67R]ZnMb(dme) (6)), k2 increases by more than 3
orders of magnitude, Table 1.

Figure 4 shows thatk2 is sensitive to salt concentration and
that the dependence varies strongly with∆qnom. The quenching
constant in all cases decreases with increasing [NaCl], and this
decrease is more pronounced as the surface positive charge
increases. This behavior is expected for a reaction controlled
by electrostatic interactions between ions of opposite charge.
While k2 for WT ZnMb (2) shows a significant decrease with
[NaCl], the introduction of a negative charge, [S92D]ZnMb (1)
(∆qnom ) -1) nearly eliminates all such dependence ofk2.
Conversely, the introduction of a single positive charge with
the [V67R]ZnMb mutant (3) (∆qnom ) +1) causes a large
increase in sensitivity to ionic strength. Intriguingly, the same
net increase in charge (∆qnom ) +1) with [S92D]ZnMb(dme)
(4) leads to a greater sensitivity than in (3), an unsurprising

indication that the local-charge distribution, as opposed to the
overall charge, does play a significant role.

Electrostatic Calculations.We have calculated electrostatic
potential surfaces for the suite of Mbs (Figure S1) and illustrate
them in Figure 5 for1, 2, and6. Native Mb does not have a
distinct “charged patch” near its heme edge where cytb5 can
dock in ET-active geometries, but rather a “ring” of positive
potential around the heme, with a region of negative potential
at the heme propionates. The addition of a nearby negative
residue, [S92D]ZnMb (1), intensifies the negative potential
region, whereas increasing the surface positive charge, especially
by eliminating the two negative charges of the heme propionates
by methylation, progressively enhances the region of positive
potential near the heme edge. Obviously, such enhancement of
the positive potential near the heme edge of the Mb surface
would strengthen the surface electrostatic complementarity for
docking cytb5 in this surface domain.

In addition, we have calculated the net charge (qnet), as well
as the direction and magnitude of the total Mb dipole moments
as defined by Koppenol and Margoliash32 for the six Mb
variants, Table 2. Tables 1 and 2 show thatqnet of 1 to 6 varies
linearly with the nominal charge,∆qnom; from 1 to 6, qnet varies
from -0.9 to 2.2. The span inqnet of 3.1, as compared to the
span of ∆qnom ) 4, indicates that∆qnet ∝ 0.8∆qnom. This
deviation from a slope of one reflects the fact that charge
variation influences the pKa’s of acidic and/or basic groups on
the surface of the Mbs. Likewise, the Mb dipole moment
changes in proportion to∆qnom (Table 2); from1 to 6, the
magnitude of the total Mb dipole undergoes a 4-fold change
from 109 to 431 D; the angle between the Mb dipole vector
and the hemeR and γ carbon axis changes from 39° to 21°.

Figure 3. Titration curves for the six Mb variants at 10 mM KPi (pH 7)
µ ) 18 mM, 20 °C. DeriVatiVes: (0) [S92D]Mb (1); (O) Mb (2); (3)
[V67R]Mb (3); (9) [S92D]Mb(dme) (4); (b) Mb(dme) (5); (1) [V67R]-
Mb(dme) (6).

Figure 4. Ionic strength dependence of the log of the bimolecular quenching
rate constant,k2, for Mb’s 1-6 reacting with cytb5. The solid lines are fits
to the Debye-Hückel equation (eq 5) as described in the text; the fits assume
µ ) [NaCl] + 18 mM, as the buffer contribution isµ ) 18 mM.
DeriVatiVes: (0) [S92D]Mb (1); (O) Mb (2); (3) [V67R]Mb (3); (9) [S92D]-
Mb(dme) (4); (b) Mb(dme) (5); (1) [V67R]Mb(dme) (6). Conditions: [Mb]
) 5 µM; [cyt b5] ) 10 µM; 10 mM KPi buffer, pH 7.0, 20°C.
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Brownian Dynamics (BD) Simulations.The docking pro-
files obtained from BD simulations for the Mb suite are shown
in Figure S2; representative examples for1, 2, and6 are shown
in Figure 5. The distribution of cytb5 “hits” varies strongly as
a function of the nominal charge for the six ZnMbs. Whereas
the “hits” form a broad and uniform distribution over the [S92D]-
ZnMb surface (1), this distribution progressively narrows to a
highly localized one for [V67R]Mb(dme) (6). In contrast, the
total number of cytb5 hits (25 Å distance criterion) increases
only modestly from 2055 for1 to 3957 for 6 (for 104 total
trajectories). In short, the simulations suggest that the binding
constant would not change substantially across the suite of Mbs,
consistent with observation, while docking near the Mb heme
edge becomes progressively more probable. As an alternate way
of representing this phenomenon, the average Fe-Fe distance
in the docked complexes decreases from 25 to 16 Å going from
1 to 6.

From among the 2573 “native” [ZnMb (2), cyt b5] complexes
generated recently, we found that the structures of the most
stable complex (the complex with the most favorable electro-
static energy) and of the putatively most-reactive complex (the
complex with the shortest Fe-Zn distance) differ strikingly in
donor-acceptor distance and cytb5 orientation: the most stable
conformation(s) indeed arenot the most reactive conformation-
(s).14 In contrast, we here find that there is only a slight
difference between the most stable complex and the most
reactive ET complex formed between cytb5 and [V67R]ZnMb-
(dme) (6) (data not shown). In short, the results suggest that
the surface-charge modifications employed dramatically increase
the probability that cytb5 binds to the Mb surface in a reactive
conformation, near the heme edge.

Theoretical Analysis of ET

We analyze these kinetic resultsfirst (A) with the Debye-
Hückel model for interactions between “simple” ions, andthen
(B) introduce the “Functional Docking” model that integrates
a PATHWAY description of protein-mediated coupling with
Poisson-Boltzmann computations of protein interaction ener-
gies. We use a new Monte Carlo docking procedure that permits
us to make quantitative predictions of the intermolecular ET
rate changes as a function of the protein structure and solvent
properties.

(A) Debye-Hu1ckel Description. Quenching as an Elec-
trostatically Controlled Reaction Between “Simple Ions”.
Key features of the ET reaction mechanism for cytb5 and Mb
are revealed by analyzing the ionic strength dependence of the
ET kinetics in the context of the Debye-Hückel model.44,45 In
this model, the proteins are represented as charged spheres

Figure 5. (Top): Electrostatic potential surfaces for Mb (2) and its variants, (1) and (6). The coordinates of Mb variants were generated as described in
Materials and Methods. The electrostatic potential surfaces were generated with the program GRASP.30 Color coding: Blue: positive potential; Red:
negative potential. (Bottom): Corresponding docking profiles from Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations. Mbs are represented by ribbons with the heme
propionates (cyan) pointing toward the viewer. Thecyt b5 centers of mass at points in space where ET criteria are successfully met (heme-heme edge
distance less than or equal to 25 Å) are shown with (yellow) dots. The number of complexes generated are: 2055 for1, 2573 for 2, and 3957 for6.
Conditions: pH ) 7.0; µ ) 18 mM; T ) 20 °C.

Table 2. Global Properties of Proteins

protein ∆qnm

qnet
a

(e)
dipolea

(debye)
θb

(deg)
effective dipolec

(debye)

1 [S92D]ZnMb -1 -0.9 253 38.6 198
2 ZnMb 0 -0.3 293 37.4 233
3 [V67R]ZnMb +1 0.4 315 32.4 266
4 [S92D]ZnMb(dme) +1 0.5 331 27.2 294
5 ZnMb(dme) +2 1.3 385 26.9 343
6 [V67R]ZnMb(dme) +3 2.2 420 23.3 387

cytochromeb5 -6.9 500 143 -399

a Calculated for pH) 7.0 andµ ) 18 mM with MacroDox.3,31 b θ )
angle of dipole moment relative to the carbonR-γ axis of the Mb heme.
c Effective dipole (dipole moment along the hemeR-γ axis) ) dipole
moment× cosθ.
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interacting in a solution with ionic strengthµ and ion diffusion
constants,D. In this approximation, the interaction potential
between the two ions is46

We emphasize the dependence ofV on the Mb charge,ZMb,
and have takenZb5 < 0. A limiting equation for the second-
order rate constant,k2, has two contributions and depends on
the parametersa andb,44,45

wherek20(ZMb), is the second-order rate constant at zero ionic
strength (µ ) 0), and we emphasize the explicit dependence of
k20 on ZMb. The µ-dependent term reflects the screening of
electrostatic interactions by the ionic atmosphere;Rav is the
average radius of the reactants.

Consider first the dependence ofk2 on added NaCl for the
suite of Mb’s, Figure 4. To describe the data most simply, we
used a 2-parameter fit to eq 5 in which we variedk20 and a,
while fixing b ) 5 C; thisb value, which was suggested by an
initial round of three-parameter fits, corresponds to a reasonable
average protein radius,Rav ) 15.1 Å. The resulting two-
parameter fits are plotted in Figure 4; the parametersk20 anda
appear in Table 3. The model’s excellent description of the
variation ofk2 with [NaCl] confirms that the protein-protein
interactions involved in ET-competent binding are primarily
controlled by electrostatics.47-49

According to the Debye Hu¨ckel formula (eq 5), the parameter
a should be proportional to the Mb charge. As shown in Table
3, a does indeed increase linearly with∆qnom for the suite of
Mbs, and the electrostatic calculations (Table 2) show that the

Mb charge varies linearly with∆qnom:ZMb ∝ qnet ∝ ∆qnom. The
ability of the simplified Debye-Hückel equation to describe
the ionic-strength dependence satisfactorily for all six ZnMbs
confirms that the interaction between Mb and cytb5 is indeed
dominated by electrostatic attractions.

A minor correction is suggested by the fact that the ionic-
strength dependence ofk2 is appreciable for WT Mb (2) which
is calculated to haveqnet ≈ 0 (Table 2), and should thus givea
f 0 and a negligible dependence ofk2 on µ. Instead the
dependence is minimal for1, which is calculated to haveqnet

≈ -1 (Table 2). Computations ofqnet with experimentally
derived pKa values also give a slightly negative value ofqnet

for WT Mb (∼-0.5e) and a value of-1.5e for the S92D
mutant. Thus, an apparent discrepancy between the observed
ionic strength dependence for the bimolecular ET rate and the
computed total charge of the Mb is not just an error of the
Tanford-Kirkwood approach to compute pKa values for pro-
tonation equilibrium. We show below that more accurate
calculations with realistic charge distributions and Poisson-
Boltzmann electrostatic analysis demonstrate almost flat de-
pendence of the bimolecular ET rate for S92D mutant on ionic
strength, although the total charge of this Mb derivative is
negative. This apparent contradiction reflects the fact that the
nonuniformity of the protein charge distribution plays a major
role in Mb/cyt-b5 electrostatic interactions.

Is the ET Reaction Diffusion Controlled or “Reaction
Controlled”? The absence of curvature in the plots ofk2 vs
[cyt b5] (Figure 3) is consistent with the occurrence of ET
within a weakly bound complex which is in the “reaction
limit”, koff

i . ket
i (eq 3a), with the reacting partners at low

concentrations, as in the present experiments. However, it is
also compatible with a diffusion-controlled, bimolecular reac-
tion, corresponding tokoff

i , ket
i in eq 3a.50,51 We now show

that the dependence on Mb charge ofk20 (or the low ionic-
strength rate constant as measured forI ) 18 mM) clearly
discriminates between these cases, and supports our previous
conclusion14 that the [Mb, cytb5] complex is in the reaction
limit.

How doesk20 depend onZMb in the two limits? The rate
constant for a diffusion-controlled ET reaction between cytb5

and Mb, treated as two charged ions, has the form,46

whereDMb and Db5 are the diffusion coefficients. Thusk20
dif

varies linearly with the charge on ZnMb

In contrast, the fast-exchange-limit rate constantk20
fe is pro-

portional to the binding constant for the ET-competent site(s),
and thus has the form,46

where ∆Ga, the binding free energy is taken to be the
electrostatic binding energy and the second line utilizes the

(44) Sokerina, E. V.; Ullmann, G. M.; Van Pouderoyen, G.; Canters, G. W.;
Kostic, N. M. JBIC, J. Biol. Inorg. Chem.1999, 4, 111-121.

(45) Zhou, J. S.; Kostic, N. M.Biochemistry1993, 32, 4539-4546.
(46) Steinfeld, J. I.; Francisco, J. S.; Hase, W. L.Chemical Kinetics and

Dynamics; Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1989.
(47) Van Leeuven presented a more sophisticated equation which includes not

only the charge-charge interactions but also terms involving charge-dipole
and dipole-dipole interactions. Given the success with the simpler function,
our conclusions would not change if we used the more complicated function,
whose parameters are highly correlated.

(48) Van Leeuwen, J. W.Biochim. Biophys. Acta1983, 743, 408-421.
(49) Van Leeuwen, J. W.; Mofers, F. J. M.; Veerman, E. C. I.Biochim. Biophys.

Acta 1981, 635, 434-439.
(50) Schreiber, G.Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol.2002, 12, 41-47.
(51) Davidson, V. L.Acc. Chem. Res.2000, 33, 87-93.

Table 3. Parameters from Debye Hückel Fits for the Ionic
Strength Dependence of the Bimolecular ET Rate Constanta

ZnMb ∆qnm log k20 (M-1 s-1) a (C2)

(1) [S92D]Mb -1 5.9 0.3
(2) Mb 0 7.1 3.9
(3) [V67R]Mb +1 9.3 17.4
(4) [S92D]Mb(dme) +1 8.6 13.7
(5) Mb(dme) +2 10.8 25.0
(6) [V67R] Mb(dme) +3 11.3 27.1

a pH 7, 20°C.

V(ZMb) )
- ZMb|Zcytb5| e-λr

εr

λ2 )
8π2e2Nod

1000εkBT
µ (4)

ln k2(ZMb) ) ln k20(ZMb) - axµ
1 + bµ

a(ZMb) ) 2.34ZMb|Zb5| (5)

b ) 0.329Rav

k20
dif ≈ 4π(DMb + Db5)ZMb|Zb5| (6a)

k20
dif ≈ ZMb ≈ ∆qnom (6b)

k20
fe ≈ ketKa ∝ ket e

-∆Ga(ZMb)/kT

≈ ket e
-V(ZMb)/kT (7a)
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Debye-Hückel formula, eq 4 forV. Thus, lnk20
fe andnot k20

fe

would be proportional toZMb:

The values of logk20 obtained through the fits of eq 5 to the
data of Figure 4 are plotted as a function ofqnet in Figure 6.
This figure shows that it is logk20, not k20 itself, that increases
linearly with qnet and thusZMb. Equivalently, a plot of logk2

measured at low ionic strength,µ ) 18 mM, varies linearly
with qnet, and thusZMb. The experiments thus clearly show the
exponential dependence ofk20 on the Mb charge predicted to
occur when the binding free energy for the reactive conforma-
tion(s) is electrostatic in character, eq 7.

(B) Monte Carlo Functional Docking Simulation. Meth-
odology.ThedescriptiVe Debye-Hückel analysis confirms (i)
that the ET kinetics are dominated by electrostatic interactions
between Mb and cytb5, and (ii) that ET between Mb and cyt
b5 occurs in the thermodynamic, or rapid-exchange limit (eq
7). We now introduce a new “Functional Docking” procedure
to compute how the rate of ET between Mb and cytb5 changes
with variations in the myoglobin surface charge, pH, and/or
ionic strength. This approach combines the PATHWAY coup-
ling calculations with Poisson-Boltzmann based electro-
statics estimates of the docking energetics in a Monte Carlo
sampling framework specially tailored to the intermolecular ET
problem.

Imagine an ensemble of boxes of volumeV; each box is filled
with water, one molecule of ZnMb, and one molecule of cyt
b5. Assume that at some moment all Zn-myoglobin molecules
are photo-excited, initiating ET from3ZnMb to cytb5. Further
assuming the activation-controlled regime, with rapid pre-
equilibrium among all configurations, the3ZnMb population will
decay with unimolecular kinetics,

wherekET
Av is the configuration-averaged unimolecular ET rate

(eq 9).

Here kET
i is the ET rate constant associated with theith

configuration of the protein pair andEi is the energy of this
configuration. AsV becomes small,kET

Av approaches the value
of the intracomplex ET rate constant averaged over all confor-
mations of the bound complex,kET

DD

In the high dilution (largeV) regime, where most configurations
are unbound and do not undergo ET,kET

DD becomes the pseudo-
first-order ET rate constant, which is related to the second-order
bimolecular ET rate constant,k2 through,

As a result, for high dilution

because in our ensemble [cytb5]/1/V (concentration in units of
particles per unit volume). If one assumes that ET occurs only
in bound configurations,k2 can be written in terms of the binding
constants and ET rate constants of the bound configurations
(Ka

i; kET
i) (eq 11), or in terms of the average intracomplex rate

constant and the thermodynamic binding constant (kET
DD; Ka)

(eq 11):

The expression of eq 11 was used in our previous analysis of
the [Mb, cyt b5] pair.14 Equations 9-10 are more general, in
the sense that they do not introduce explicit partitioning of the
configurations into bound and free ones, and the formulation
allows nonzero ET rates in ALL protein configurations, regard-
less of whether they are bound or not.

To focus on only those configurations that contribute to ET,
and thus to describe “Functional Docking”, we rewrite eq 9 by
defining an effective energy that links the interaction energy
and the ET rate in theith configuration (wherekref is a reference
ET rate constant which will cancel in the rate ratios considered
below):

With this definition, the configuration-averaged unimolecular
ET rate constant for the bimolecular reaction is:

Figure 6. Dependence of the bimolecular rate constant (k2) on the net
charge (qnet) for the suite of Mb mutants. (b), µ ) 0; (]), µ ) 18 mM.

ln k20
fe ∝ ZMb ∝ ∆qnom (7b)

-d[(ZnP)3Mb]/dt ) kET
Av[(ZnP)3Mb] (8)

kET
Av ) ∑

i

pikET
i ) ∑

i [ exp(-
Ei

kBT)
∑

j

exp(-
Ej

kBT)]kET
i (9)

kET
Av98

V small
kET

DD (10a)

kET
Av98

V large
k2[cytb5] (10b)

k2 ) kET
AvV (10c)

k2 ) ∑
i

kET
i Ka

i ) kET
DDKa (11)

Ei
eff ) Ei - kBT ln(kET

i/kref) (12)

kET
Av )

∑
i

exp(-
Ei

eff

kBT)
∑

j

exp(-( Ej

kBT))
(13)
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The ratio of two ET rates (denoted 1 and 2) measured under
different conditions (ionic strength, pH) or for modified proteins
(altered hemes, mutated proteins) is:

We take the energy zero for ET systems 1 or 2 to be equal to
the sum of the energies of the isolated solvated proteins. The
second bracket in eq 14a is close to unity in the pseudo-first-
order limit (large V of eqs 10b, 10c), where most protein
configurations are unbound; this limit holds for the ET reaction
between cytb5 and Mb in the present experiments. In this limit,
eq 14a becomes,

Equation 14b has the form of a ratio of partition functions
for two states with effective state energiesEeff(1) andEeff(2). One
can introduce an effective free energyAeff(S) for a given state
(S) of the system:

The effective free energy definition (eq 15) exactly matches
the usual definition of the Helmholtz free energy,A, albeit with
effective energiesEi

eff(S). The ratio of ET rates averaged over
configurations (eq 14b) can now be related to the difference in
effective free energies:

Thus, one can apply free energy perturbation methods and
thermodynamic integration to the present problem.52-55 In this
approach, a continuous transition is defined between the
configuration energies of the system in the two states (1 and
2), governed by a parameterλ (0 e λ e 1), such thatEi(λ ) 0)

) Ei(1) andEi(λ ) 1) ) Ei(2). Changes of free energy can be
computed using thermodynamic integration.53,54

In eq 17, the bracket〈 〉λ denotes statistical averaging over an
ensemble of configurations with energiesEi(λ). In our simula-
tions, we used the Monte Carlo method and Metropolis sampling
scheme56,57 to model ensembles of [Mb, cytb5] configurations
with effective energies given by eq 12. In this first application,
the coordinates of met-Mb (lymb.pdb28) were fixed in the
simulations, and Fe3+b5 (1cyo.pdb29) was moved as a rigid body.
The coordinates of the mutants were the same as those of the
native Mb, with the atomic charges of the residues adjusted to
model the effect of mutations.

Because the electron transfer rate drops approximately expo-
nentially with the distance between donor and acceptor, the
effective energy computed using eq 12 is very large (positive)
for most protein-protein configurations other than for the small
fraction of the configurations that have the two hemes in close
proximity. Thus, the MC simulation with effective energies
samples a narrow region of configuration space with strong
donor/acceptor electronic couplings. Because of this restricted
sampling, one can use more accurate (and computationally
expensive) methods to compute electronic couplings and dock-
ing interaction energies than otherwise would be accessible.

In this contribution, the linear approximation58 is used to
perform the thermodynamic integrations of eq 17. To compute
the effective free energy changes associated with changes of
the effective Hamiltonian from state 1 to state 2, two MC
trajectories are generated, one with effective Hamiltonian 1 and
the second with Hamiltonian 2. For each configuration along
these two MC trajectories, the difference between effective
energies 1 and 2 (determined with the corresponding Hamilto-
nians) are computed and averaged over the MC trajectories. In
this approximation, the effective free energy difference is:

Implementation of the Functional Docking Calculations.
The Monte Carlo sampling with effective energies was imple-
mented as a computational module in the HARLEM program.59

We used the PATHWAY method17 to compute electronic
couplings in each protein configuration, with the through-space
decay parameter for the interprotein coupling matrix element
taken as 0.9 Å-1, corresponding toâ ) 1.8 Å-1 as the decay
constant for the ET rate. This value accounts for the presence
of water in the space between the two proteins.60-63 As we

(52) Zwanzig, R. W.J. Chem. Phys.1954, 22, 1420-1426. Erratum.J. Chem.
Phys. 1954, 22, 2099.

(53) Meirovitch, H.ReV. Comput. Chem.1998, 12, 1-74.
(54) Kirkwood, J. G.J. Chem. Phys.1935, 3, 300-313.
(55) Straatsma, T. P.; McCammon, J. A.Annu. ReV. Phys. Chem.1992, 43,

407-435.

(56) Binder, K.; Baumgaertner, A.; Hansen, J. P.; Kalos, M. H.; Kehr, K. W.;
Landau, D. P.; Levesque, D.; Mueller-Krumbhaar, H.; Rebbi, C.; Saito,
Y.; Schmidt, D.; Stauffer, D.; Weis, J. J.Top. Curr. Phys.1987, 36, 299-
324.

(57) Metropolis, N.; Rosenbluth, A. W.; Rosenbluth, M. N.; Teller, A. H.; Teller,
E. J. Chem. Phys.1953, 21, 1087-1092.

(58) Sham, Y. Y.; Chu, Z. T.; Tao, H.; Warshel, A.Proteins2000, 39, 393-
407.

(59) Kurnikov, I. V. HARLEM-Molecular Modeling Program; http://www.
kurnikov.org/harlem_main.html, 1996-2003.

(60) Jones, M. L.; Kurnikov, I. V.; Beratan, D. N.J. Phys. Chem. A2002, 106,
2002-2006.

(61) Miller, N. E.; Wander, M. C.; Cave, R. J.J. Phys. Chem. A1999, 103,
1084-1093.
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discussedabove in the Materials and Methods section, two
models have been used to compute the electrostatic energies of
the protein complexes: the CIF model which computes the
protein-protein electrostatic interactions considering charges
of one protein (cytb5) in the electrostatic field of the other
(ZnMb) and the 3PB model in which the protein-protein
electrostatic interaction energy is computed from the difference
of the electrostatic energies of the protein complex and its
components. The CIF model, which is also used in the
conventional Brownian Dynamics simulations described earlier,
allows millions of protein-protein configurations to be probed,
but it does not account for desolvation energy that results from
protein complex formation or for structural relaxation in the
complex. The 3PB model involves Poisson-Boltzmann calcula-
tions of the electrostatic energies of the two individual proteins
in water and the protein-protein “complex” (configuration) in
water for each point of the MC trajectory. While this model is
more accurate than the CIF model, it is more expensive. Only
because of the effectiveness of the Monte Carlo/effective energy
procedure is it possible to use this more expensive model in
the “Functional Docking” simulations.

Functional Docking simulations of cytb5 and ZnMb with
effective energy functions (eq 12) used MC trajectories of about
106 steps for the CIF model and 50,000 steps for the 3PB model.
Figure S3 shows the convergence of the effective energy change
averages due to mutation along the MC trajectory of each Mb
(1 f 6) with the CIF electrostatic model. The results show that
50,000 step trajectories are sufficient for convergence of the
effective energy changes, within 5-10%. More sophisticated
methods to generate MC trajectories (such as the replica
exchange method)64 may allow a further decrease in the number
of MC steps needed to achieve convergence.

Monte Carlo Docking Simulations. Results.Changes in the
bimolecular ET rate constant,k2, computed with eq 14 for the
suite of ZnMbs (1 f 6) are shown in Figure 7. Calculations

with the CIF model and protonation states derived from
experimental pKa values show a reasonable agreement with
experiment. They yield an exponential dependence of the
bimolecular,3ZnMb f cyt b5 ET rates on the nominal charge
of the myoglobin, and the computed changes of the logarithms
of the ET rate constants are overestimated by 50-80%. Given
the crude method for calculating binding energies, this modest
overestimate is inevitable: the computations do not incorporate
relaxation and desolvation effects which must moderate the real
changes. As anticipated, calculations with the more accurate
“3PB” interaction model show an improved agreement between
the theoretical and experiment results; now the theoretically
predicted logarithms of the relative bimolecular ET rate constant
changes are overestimated by 20-40%. Clearly, such agreement
with relatively low-level binding-energy calculations both
support the model and point the way to improvements that are
only feasible because of the computational efficiency of the
algorithm.

Figure 8 shows the protein configurations sampled in the FD
runs for Mb (2). The “dots”, which represent the positions of
the Fe atoms of cytb5 in complexes that contribute tok2 (right),
all belong to a relatively small region of configuration space
and propionates of the two partner proteins are in close spatial
proximity in which the Mb surface has high reactivity, as shown
by their overlap with the reactive area of the PATHWAYS ET
coupling map. The compactness of the distribution of cytb5

configurations in this “ET biased” FD trajectory reflects the
narrowness of the strongly ET coupled region of the surface of
ZnMb. Even so, no single protein configuration dominates
electron transfersmany configurations that differ substantially
in the relative orientation of the two proteins have similar values
of the effective energy, and contribute comparably. On the top
left is an alternate computation designed to examine binding,
not reaction. It presents a FD run in which the effective energies
were set to dependnot on the coupling, but to increase linearly
with the minimal atom-atom distance between two proteins
for all bound configurations, independent of the coupling (the
apparentket

i decrease exponentially with protein-protein dis-
tance), and thus theket

i are similar for all bound configurations;
positions of the Fe atoms of cytb5 from configurations of these
“ET-non biased” FD trajectories are overlaid with the isopo-
tential electrostatic potential surface of Mb (2).

The plot shows that the reactive conformations indeed
represent only a small fraction of the configurations that
contribute to binding. One can see that the lack of specificity
in the interaction of cytb5 with Mb (2) is due to intermittent
regions of positive and negative potential around Mb, in sharp
contrast with the compactness of the distribution of the cytb5

configurations in the “ET-biased” MC trajectory. These results
are in qualitative agreement with the BD computations.

The analogous computations for Mb(S92D) (1), shown in
Figure 8 upper, are quite similar to those of Mb (2) in
representing Dynamic Docking, showing an even broader
distribution of bound configurations, while again showing a
cluster of reactive configurations near the Mb heme edge. The
comparable pair of computations for the charge-neutralized
mutant, [V67R]Mb(dme) (6), with ∆qnom) +3 show that here
too the reactiVe region of configuration space is minimally
changed. However, the “ET-nonbiased” profile which empha-
sizes binding has shifted such that the docked configurations

(62) Ponce, A.; Gray, H. B.; Winkler, J. R.J. Am. Chem. Soc.2000, 122, 8187-
8191.

(63) Page, C. C.; Moser, C. C.; Chen, X.; Dutton, P. L.Nature (London)1999,
402, 47-52.

(64) Sugita, Y.; Kitao, A.; Okamoto, Y.J. Chem. Phys.2000, 113, 6042-6051.

Figure 7. Experimental and theoretical rate ratios for ZnMbs (1-6) and
cyt b5. Theoretical model: (]), Charges in the field; (4) continuum
electrostatics; (b) continuum electrostatics with ZnMb propionate charges
adjusted to give a pKa of 6.5. Conditions: pH ) 7.0; µ ) 0.02M.
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now cluster near the heme face, where the [V67R]Mb(dme) (6)
electrostatic field shows a strongly attractive positive potential.
Again, similarqualitatiVedocking profiles were obtained in the
BD calculations, Figures 5 and S2.

These calculations for the [S92D]Mb (1) and [V67R]Mb-
(dme) (6) mutants, which represent the extremes of the charge-
varying suite of six Mbs, thus show that effective-energy MC
computations inherently exhibit the fundamental features of the
DD landscape, a decoupling of binding and reactivity, without
ad hoc assumptions.

Because ET between ZnMb and cytb5 is so strongly
influenced by the charges of the heme propionates and the
surface residues at the protein-protein interface in the ET active
configurations, it is important to consider carefully how the
protonation equilibrium of the titratable residues might affect

the computed ET rate constant changes. We computed changes
in the pKa values of the histidine residues and heme propionates
for 100 points randomly chosen on the MC trajectory (with WT
myoglobin) and compared them with the pKa values computed
for the isolated proteins in water (Figure S4). The calculations
predict that the pKa of the ZnMb and cytb5 heme propionates
are substantially raised (shifted toward the neutral state) in the
ET-active configurations as compared to the isolated proteins.
Significant pKa shifts are also obtained for the heme ligand (His
93), the distal His (His 64), and for His 97 which is involved
in a H-bond link to the propionate of the Mb heme. A rigorous
treatment of the pKa changes in MC calculations would require
recomputation of pKa values at each point in the MC trajectories
and proper calculations of free energy terms associated with
changes of charge distribution associated with pKa changes. At
present, this kind of calculation remains beyond our abilities.
Therefore, to evaluate the effect of dynamical pKa changes on
computed ET rate changes, we shifted the propionate pKa values
of ZnMb and cytb5 from 4.5 to 6.5 and repeated the MC
computations of the bimolecular ET rate changes for each of
the six mutants. The results of these calculations (Figure 7) agree
well with experiment. The faster ET rates for [V67R]Mb (3)
compared to [S92D]Mb(dme) (4) (which has the same (+1e)
nominal change of charge relative to Mb (2)) is well described.
The bimolecular ET rates for the [V67R]Mb(dme) derivative
(6) are still somewhat overestimated in these calculations.

The computed ionic-strength dependences for the bimolecular
ET rate between3ZnMb and cytb5 (3PB electrostatic model
with shifted pKa values for the heme propionates) are shown in
Figure 9 for each of the six Mbs (1 f 6). In agreement with
experiment, the calculations predict a strong decrease in the
relativek2 values with increasing salt concentration as the formal
charge on Mb becomes increasingly positive. The bimolecular
ET rate of the [S92D]Mb derivative (1) shows a weak
dependence on ionic strength, even though the formal charge

Figure 8. Monte Carlo simulations for (1), (2), and (6). Points represent
the position of the Fe atom of cytb5 in ∼500 configurations taken from a
long (>106 steps) MC trajectory. (Left) Overlay of electrostatic isopotential
surfaces (+1 kT and-1 kT) and the trajectorywithout ET bias; effective
energy depends linearly upon the minimal distance between atoms of the
two proteins for each protein-protein configuration (see text).(Right)
Functional Docking computation with effective energy given by eq 12;
overlay of ET coupling surface map and the Functional Docking trajectory.

Figure 9. Ionic strength dependence of the bimolecular rate constants for
the ET reaction between ZnMb and cytb5 computed with the Functional
Docking algorithm (relative to WT ZnMb at 0.02 M ionic strength).
DeriVatiVes: (O) native ZnMb (2); (0) [S92D]Mb (1); (3) [V67R]Mb (3);
(9) [S92D]Mb(dme) (4); (b) Mb(dme) (5); (1) [V67R]Mb(dme) (6).
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of the [S92D]Mb derivative is negative at pH 7.0 (even with
the pKa of the propionates shifted to 6.5), and it may be expected
that the bimolecular ET rates for the [S92D]Mb derivative would
increase with increasing ionic strength. As suggested above, the
nonuniformity of the atomic charge distribution must clearly
be taken into account to describe the ionic-strength dependence
of protein-protein interactions.

The magnitudes of the predicted decreases in ET rates with
ionic strength for the Mb derivatives with the large nominal
positive charge are somewhat overestimated compared to
experiment, probably reflecting the deficiency of the rigid
protein model used in the current simulations. In the experiment,
charged surface groups (including heme propionates) have
substantial freedom to move and will respond to changes in
electrostatic conditions (analogously with ions in solution). Thus,
the flexibility of charged protein groups should reduce the ionic-
strength dependence of protein-protein interactions and ionic-
strength dependence of bimolecular ET rates. Another effect
that diminishes the dependence of bimolecular ET rates on the
ionic strength is the change of pKa values of titratable groups.
Recent NMR studies65 have demonstrated that the pKa values
of the surface histidines for Mb (2) increase by 0.16 to 0.64
units as the ionic strength increases from 0.02 to 1.0 M. One
sees from results presented in Figure 9 that “Functional
Docking” calculations qualitatively reproduce the approximate
differences in the saturation levels of the ET rates at high [NaCl].
The favorable agreement between the theoretical and experi-
mental rate ratios supports the underlying assumptions of the
DD description of3ZnMb f Fe3+b5 ET.

Discussion

We have used myoglobin (Mb) as a convenient “workbench”
to probe the effects of electrostatics on binding and reactivity
in the dynamic [Mb, cytb5] complex. Through combination of
mutagenesis and heme neutralization we have produced a suite
of six Mb surface-charge variants whose nominal charge ranges
from -1 to +3 units relative to that for native Mb (Table 1).
The replacement of S92 in Mb with a negative aspartate, or the
replacement of V67 with a positive arginine are known to have
a negligible effect on the structure and electrochemical properties
of Mb.24,25 Likewise, NMR and kinetic studies show that
methylation of the heme propionates has a minimal effect on
the structure.66,67Our NMR studies16 further indicate that zinc-
deuteroporphyrin IX, with its propionates neutralized, is locked
in the heme pocket, as is the heme of native Mb (with one
propionate hydrogen-bonded to Ser92 and shielded from the
solvent, while the other protrudes into the solvent and remains
flexible).

For each member of the suite, we have measured the bi-
molecular quenching rate constant (k2) for the photoinitiated,
3ZnDMb f Fe3+b5 ET reaction as a function of ionic strength.
The ET rate constant responds dramatically to variations in the
Mb surface charge. As we reported previously,14 neutralization
of the heme propionates, giving∆qnom ) +2, enhancesk2 by
∼60-fold. We see analogous behavior when we use site directed
mutagenesis to vary the nominal charge from-1 to +1, with

introduction of negative charge(s) to the Mb surface decreasing
k2, while positive charge(s) increasek2. Combining these two
approaches to give∆qnom ) +4 gives an even more remarkable
increase ink2 by a factor of ca. 2× 103, from [S92D]ZnMb (1)
with qnom ) -1 to [V67R]ZnMb(dme) (6) with qnom ) +3.
For comparison, a double-charge mutation in cytc produced
only a ∼5-fold change ink2 for the reaction with cytb5.3

Previously,14 we showed that neutralization of the Mb heme
propionates does not significantly enhance Mb’s binding af-
finity for cyt b5: for the neutral ZnMb(dme) (5) and ZnMb-
(diamide),Ka (ITC) ) 540 ( 80 M-1 andKa (NMR) ∼ 500-
1000 M-1, respectively; for the native ZnMb (2), Ka (ITC) )
350 ( 70 M-1. We now find this effective decoupling
throughout the Mb suite. The titration curves of the new
members of the Mb suite remain linear (Figure 3), and
simulations show that this requires that for these, too,Ka j 500-
1000 M-1. ThusKa varies by less than 2-3-fold whilek2 varies
by 3 orders of magnitude. Previous paradigms for protein-
protein ET cannot accommodate such findings. Instead these
results show that the [ZnMb, Fe3+b5] complex is described by
the DD landscape (Figure 1), and the ET process by the resulting
kinetic equations: eqs 2a, 2b, and 3c.

Equations 2a, 2b, and 3c are obtained in the “reaction” (rapid-
exchange) limit, but the second-order kinetics implied by the
linear titration curves are compatible either with rapid-exchange
by a weakly bound complex at low concentrationor with the
opposite limit of a diffusion-controlled (“collisional”) reaction.
We argued that the former limit does apply, and the availability
of a sufficiently large suite of charge variants supports those
arguments. In the diffusion limit, the low ionic strength value
for k2 should vary linearly with Mb charge,46 contrary to
experiment (Figure 6). In contrast, DD kinetic equations in the
rapid-exchange limit predict that lnk2 is proportional to Mb
charge, in full agreement with experiment (Figure 6). The
prediction arises as follows. In the DD model,k2 is dominated
by the minority reactive configurations,k2 ≈ k2

R, which is
proportional to the binding constant for the reactive config-
urations, eq 3c. As a result, in this limit, lnk2

R ∝ ln Ka
R ∝

-∆Gb
R/kT, where ∆Gb

R is the binding free energy for the
reactive configurations.

When the binding free energy is dominated by electrostatic
interactions, as had long been recognized for this complex,∆Gb

R

∝ ZMb (the Mb charge); this is explicitly seen in the Debye-
Hückel treatment, where lnk20 ∝ V(ZMb), ∝ ZMb, eq 7. The
calculated net charge on the Mbs varies in proportion to∆qnom,
with a slope of nearly unity. The linear variation of logk20 (or
equivalently, logk2 at 18 mM ionic strength) with∆qnom (Figure
6) completes the demonstration that the [Mb, Fe3+b5] complex
exemplifies the DD paradigm. Deviations from unit slope are
largely attributable to changes in residues pKa values computed
using the Tanford-Kirkwood algorithm. However, we cannot
rule out a small contribution from gating12 within the minority
reactive configurations.68,69

The BD simulations and PATHWAY calculations illuminate
as well as support the DD picture in which “charge neutraliza-
tion” enhances reactivity by increasing the probability of binding

(65) Kao, Y. H.; Fitch, C. A.; Bhattacharya, S.; Sarkisian, C. J.; Lecomte, J. T.
J.; Garcia-Moreno, B.Biophys. J.2000, 79, 1637-1654.

(66) La Mar, G. N.; Emerson, S. D.; Lecomte, J. T. J.; Pande, U.; Smith, K.
M.; Craig, G. W.; Kehres, L. A.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1986, 108, 5568-
5573.

(67) Hunter, C. L.; Lloyd, E.; Eltis, L., D.; Rafferty, S. P.; Lee, H.; Smith, M.;
Mauk, A. G.Biochemistry1997, 36, 1010-1017.

(68) Zhou, H.-X.; Wong, K.-Y.; Vijayakumar, M.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.
1997, 94, 12372-12377.

(69) Zhou, H.-X.Biopolymers2001, 59, 427-433.
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in a reactive configuration. The BD simulations show that the
total number of hits increases minimally as the charge on Mb
increases from [S92D]ZnMb (1) to [V67R]ZnMb(dme) (6),
whereas the number of hits with high ET reactivity, those with
cyt b5 docked to the Mb surface near the heme edge, dramati-
cally increases in parallel with∆qnom (Figures 5 and S2).
Consequently, the reactive surface of Mb determined from
PATHWAY coupling calculations is sharply restricted to the
vicinity of the heme edge for all six variants, indicating that
the ET reactivity of the Mb surface is not significantly altered
by changes in the surface charge.

Monte Carlo Functional Docking (FD) Calculations. The
correlation of the experimental rate constants with Brownian
Dynamics and ET PATHWAY analysis illuminates and provides
qualitative support for the DD model for ET between Mb and
cyt b5. The new “Functional Docking” algorithm gives a novel,
quantitative, predictive method for calculating ET rate constants,
and the success of these computations further confirms the
applicability of the DD model to the [Mb, Fe3+b5] complex.
The FD method mathematically links binding and ETduring
computations, not after, through the definition of the effective
energy, Eeff (eq 12). Monte Carlo FD simulations with effective
energies have a clear advantage in exploring bimolecular ET
reactions controlled by a small sub-population of conformers
in rapid-exchange as compared to Brownian Dynamics and
standard Monte Carlo docking procedures that use “normal”
interaction energies. In a FD computation, only a relatively small
number of protein-protein configurations (those with strong
donor-acceptor couplings) need to be analyzed to compute the
relative rate constants. Because of the restricted sampling, more
realistic and computationally demanding coupling and docking
energy analysis can be employed. The FD simulations provide
a quantitative tool to analyze factors that control the bimolecular
ET reaction rate. Even in this first application, with relatively
crude methods of evaluating binding energy and donor/acceptor
couplings, the method reproduces the observed dependence of
the bimolecular ET rates on Mb surface charge and ionic
strength. We plan to use this approach to explore how inter-
molecular ET is influenced by surface group mobilities, hydro-
phobic interactions, and bridging water.

The computations reported here are limited to bimolecular
ET reactions in the “rapid-exchange” regime, appropriate when
interacting molecules have small binding energies or small ET
rates. If the binding energies of configurations with strong ET
couplings are increased by changes in solution conditions or
chemical modifications, or if the ET rates are large, the “rapid-
exchange” regime becomes invalid and explicit consideration
of protein diffusion is essential (e.g., refs 68 and 69). It is
expected, for example, that further increases of the positive Mb
surface charge will result in a smaller relative increase in the
ET rate constant because the reaction will become rate limited
by protein diffusion. A combination of Monte Carlo and
Brownian Dynamics simulations will be useful to investigate
bimolecular ET reactions in the regime intermediate between
activation and diffusion control.

Why does the [Mb, cytb5] complex exhibit a DD landscape?
Electrostatic interactions between Mb and cytb5 play a more
important role in directing “productive” protein docking than
in contributing to the overall binding free energy of the complex.
Indeed, studies of a wide variety of protein-protein interactions

indicate that large binding affinity and/or kinetic barriers for
binding/unbinding are usually associated with hydrophobic
interactions and with specific interactions such as hydrogen
bonds and salt bridges.70-73 Two protein partners probably need
to have considerable shape complementarity to have a large
number of strong and specific binding interactions. However,
cyt b5 is “football-shaped”, with one of the heme propionates
at the “tip”, and it is clear that cytb5 and Mb do not have optimal
shape-complementary binding interface. Therefore, even when
electrostatic interactions favor binding between Mb and cytb5,
as evidenced by the ionic strength dependence ofk2, (Figure
4), a poor shape complementarity probably acts to limit the
formation of the hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and hydrophobic
interactions between Mb and cytb5 that would most effectively
stabilize a complex.

Protein-protein interactions are of fundamental importance
not only to electron transfer5,74-76 but also to many other cellular
processes,50 including signal transduction77,78 and metal-ion
trafficking,79,80 and it seems likely to us that the DD paradigm
will apply to many other complexes. Indeed, some of the
protein-protein interactions involved in these other processes
seem to have high specificity but modest binding affinity, which
is prerequisite for fast signal or substrate transfer.36,77,81Unlike
tightly bound protein-protein complexes where hydrophobic
contacts dominate, the interactions between the protein partners
in weakly bound complexes tend to be dominated by long-range
electrostatic interactions. This is perhaps because electrostatic
interactions play a more important role in guiding the formation
of a “productive complex” than in contributing to the overall
binding energy, as our results have indicated. On the basis of
this framework for understanding docking interactions, it is
plausible to suggest that, in order for protein partners to achieve
high specificity and low binding affinity, they need to have
optimized electrostatic complementarity with poor shape com-
plementarity (to avoid hydrophobic packing, formation of
hydrogen bonds, and salt bridges).

Summary

We have reported studies of photoexcited ET from ZnMb to
Fe3+b5, within the suite of Mb charge variants. We find: (i) a
dramatic decoupling of binding and reactivity, in whichk2 varies
∼103-fold within the suite of Mbs without a significant change
in binding affinity; (ii) the ET reaction occurs within the
“thermodynamic” or “rapid exchange” limit of the dynamic-
docking model, as shown by the fact that the zero-ionic-strength
bimolecular rate constant varies exponentially with the net
charge on Mb; (iii) Brownian Dynamics docking profiles and
PATHWAYS calculations support this analysis and allow us
to visualize the microscopic basis of Dynamic Docking.
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Our results thus confirm that the “Dynamic Docking”
paradigm describes the [Mb, cytb5] ET reaction: Multiple
weakly bound conformations of the docked complex contribute
to the binding of cyt b5 to Mb, but only a limited subset of these
conformations are ET actiVe. This paradigm differs from the
more familiar picture where binding strength and ET reactivity
increase in parallel. Rather, the Dynamic Docking mechanism
obviates the need for tight binding to achieve efficient ET
reactivity, in effect decoupling binding from reactivity. Such
decoupling clearly is of physiological relevance for the reduction
of met-Hb in red blood cells, where tight binding of cytb5 to
the large population of ferrous-Hb would prevent the cytochrome
from finding and reducing additional metHb.

To describe this situation we have developed a new, com-
putationally efficient, Monte Carlo docking procedure with an
effective energy function that mathematically links the inter-

molecular interaction energies and electron transfer rates. This
Functional Docking algorithm provides an effective computa-
tional tool to study bimolecular ET reactions. This new approach
successfully describes the effects of mutations in varying the
second-order ET rate constant and ionic strength profiles.
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